ABSTRACT:
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last twodecades xesearch on the light actinides has shown that the 5f-12 B=ed uPon this picture, many physical and electrons in Th -Pu are delocalized.c hemical properties have been explained.
The present paper is mainly devoted to the equilibrium volumes and the crystal structures and how these two properties can be understood assuming itinerant 5j-electron states. Therefore, ourintroductory discussion of earlier actinide research will be focused on work concerning structures and volumes. As an example of this we mention the results of Skriver and coworkers who demonstrated that theequilibrium volumes of the light actinides were well reproduced by first-principles 2 EsPeci~ly, the parabolic trend calculations which assumed a hypothetical fcc structure.
of thevolumes as the series is traversed was very well reproduced by the calculations. This trend is in accord with thesimple Friedel model fordelocalized electrons.3 However, since the light actinides have less than a half filled jshell it is the bonding orbitals which are filled and therefore one would expect the volumes to be strictly decreasing (parabolically) when moving towards the heavier elements. Interestingly, Pu shows an exception to this expectation since its volume is larger than the volume of Np. Skriveret al. found that the disagreement between the scalar-relativistic calculations and experiment was largest for PU,2 and later work by Brooks4 showed that byperforming fully-relativistic calculations, solving the Diracequation forthecrystrd, theincreased volume of Pucomparedto Npwss reproduced and the agreement between experimental and calculated volumes was good.4
It was thus suggested that the increased volume in Pu relative to Np was due to the relativistics pin-orbit effect.4,5 We will discuss some ofour own subsequent efforts concerning this question below.
Thelowtemperature crystdstructures of these elements areeven more puzzling Th crystallizes in the fcc structure, Pa in the bet structure, U in an orthorhombic structure 2 with 2 atoms per cell, Np in au orthorhombic structure with 8 atoms per cell, and finally Pu in a monoclinic structure with 16 atoms per cell. Thus, as one moves across the series the structures become less symmetric and more open, an effect we will discuss below.
Also, by applying an external pressure on Thit was demonstrated that the bet structure was stabilized.6 This complex behaviour of the crystal structures has motivated us to investigate this property for the series of elements Th -Np, both at ambient conditions as well as at compressed volumes, by means of total energy calculations using a potential of a general shape (the complex structure of Pu is still too complex to allow for a theoretical calculation using the present technique). Very few all-electron, total energy calculations aimed at extracting energy differences between various structures for the actinides have been presented. However, Skriver considered the stability of the fcc and bcc structures for the light actinides7 and found that Th correctly favours thefcc structure whereas Pa, U,Np, and Puhavea lower energy inthebcc structure. Also, theelectronic structure of a-U,8 a-Np,g and &Np,9 as well as of a-Pu,10 have been calculated. W]thincreasing temperature the light actinides undergo structural phase transformations and finally, before melting they attain the bcc structure.11,12 The elastic constants for these allotropes have been measured and we will report on our attempts to calculate the tetragonal shear constant, C', for bcc U, bcc Np, bcc Pu, and fcc Pu by means of our zero temperature calculations. Similar studies for the transition metals have given successful results13 and it is of interest to see if this description also works for~-electron systems.
In contrast to the complicated crystal structures found for the light actinides the transition metals display the well-known structural sequence hcp + bcc -i hcp + fcc as the4dand5d series are traversed. There arevery few exceptions to this well understood behaviour. However, the occurrence of the w-structure in Ti, Zr, and Hf at elevated pressuresis one exception. Another except, ion is the experimental observation of a /3-Np 3 structure found in Sc at compression. 14 The @NP structure is orthorhombic and h= 4 atoms percell andis found in Npinthe temperature interval 278-540 K.15 Both the/3-Np and a-Np structure can be viewed upon as heavy distortions of the bcc structure. 15 The discovery that this structures stable for a d transition element is interesting and seems most anomrdoua since thk is a type of structure which has only been found for f-electron systems. This haa motivated us to investigate the stability of this structure compared to t,he stabllityof thehcp andbcc structure of Sc aa afunction of volume.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In section II we describe the details of the calculations and in section III we discuss our results for the equilibrium volumes.
Reaultso nthecrystals tructures arediscussed infection
IVand infection V we present our calculations for Sc. Finally section VI contains concluding remarks.
II. Details of the calculations
The self-consistent, fully relativistic calculations were performed, using a full-potential linear muflin-tin orbital scheme. In addition wehaveperformed calculations of the tetragonal elastic constant, C', for bcc U, bcc Np, bcc Pu, and fcc Pu. These calculations required many more k-points and to be specific we used 150 points for the bcc structure and 275 points for the fcc structure.
III. Equilibrium Volumes
In Fig. 1 
IV. Crystal Structures
In Fig.3 we display the energy differences between the b.., fee, bet, and o-U structure For Np we performed an additional analysis of the bet crystal structure and calculated the energy as a function of the c/a ratio using values between 0.8 and 2.0 (Fig.4) . We thus investigated the energies along what is normally referred to ss the Bains path.21 In It is also interesting that at zero temperature both fcc and bcc Np are mechanically unstable, since in Fig.3 there is not even a local minimum of the energy curve around c/a= 1 (=bcc structure) or around c/a=@ (=fcc structure), whereas experimentally it is observed that at elevated temperatures the bcc structure becomes stable. Thk will be d]scussed more below.
The reason for finding open, low symmetric structures in these elements thus seems to be correlated with the increased f-electron population (as was suggested by Hi1122 and also by Skriver7) and the importance of the j-orb]tals for favouring these structures can be checked in our calculations by omitting the 5f states from the basis set. Such a calculation on for instance uranium yields the IX-U structure unstable in disagreement with experiment and only when including itinerant 5f states do we obtain the correct crystal structure of uranium. In this connection it is interesting to observe that the crystal structure of Th (fee) is also anomalous. Fig.5 we show the energy difference between the bee, hcp, and w structure and the expected behaviour is found. Namely, starting from low d-occupation (large volumes) the crystal structure is hcp, just as in Ti, Zr, and Hf at ambient conditions. By increasing the d-occupation (i. e., by lowering the volume) we obtain the same crystallographic sequence in Th as in Ti, Zr, and Hf, i. e., hcp -t w + bee. Even though the j-occupation found in Th is relatively small (see Fig.2 ) it hss a quite dramatic consequence for the crystal structure since the fcc structure is then stabilized and is -10 mRy lower in energy than the bcc structure (see Fig.3 ). Thus, we can claim that the innocent looking fcc phase in Th is in fact an anomaly and its existence provides strong evidence of itinerant f electrons.
We now proceed with a short discussion on the electronic structure and electron density distribution of @-Np, since this structure has not been considered before with the present technique. Thus in Fig.6 we show the 5}partial and total density of states (DOS) of (?-Np at a volume close to the experimental volume. Notice that since there are two atom types in~-Np we display two 51 partial DOS for the two different atom types. For illustrative purposes we have multiplied one of the two partial DOS with 2 in order to distinguish the two better. The conclusion we draw from Fig.6 is that the two partial DOS have very 8 similar shape and that the total DOS is dominated by the 5f contribution, of the @-Np structure, Next we display in Fig. 7 the electron density distribution for &Np, for a cut in the xy-plane (Fig.7a ) and in the xz-plane (Fig.7b) .
Notice that there is a considerable amount of charge piling up between atoms and that this charge density has a lot of structure in the interstitial region. This behaviour is drastically different from what one finds for standard close packed systems where the interstitial charge is almost constzmt and without structure. The bonding of j3-Np therefore seems to be much more covalent than what one finds in close packed structures. A similar behaviour has been reported for c+u.24 Also, the electron density displayed in Fig. 7b suggests that this structure is of a layered type since there is a region between layers where the electron density is very low.
We now proceed with a dk,cussion of the high temperature bcc structure in U, Np, and Pu as well as of the fcc structure of &FIu. The aim of this part of our study was to investigate the elastic constants of these phases by means of zero temperature calculations.
In Table 1 we dkplay our calculated tetragonal elastic constant, C'. Notice that for all four systems we calculate Cl to be negative. This means that the crystal is mechanically unstable in that phase. This is in disagreement with the experimental observation of the existence of these structures and we conclude that the stabilization of bcc U, bcc Np, bcc Pu, and fcc Pu at these volumes must originate from a crucial thermal contribution.
It should be noted here that in this investigation we have treated the 5j electrons as paramagnetic and itinerant. The results presented above also suggest that the diffusion properties of these phases should show unusual behaviour,
We end this section with a discussion of the crystal structure stabilities of these elements as a function of compression. In agreement with this argument our results
show transitions with a gradual increase of the packing ratio and a gradual increase of the crystal symmetry, namely first from a-U (or @Np) to bet and then to bee.
V. Scandium under compression
In view of the discussion above, the occurrence of the~-Np structure (or a related structure ) in Sc at elevated pressure is very interesting. Sc is the first 3 d transition metal and it is often referred to as belonging to the rare earth elements, since it shows strong similarities to Y and La. Its ground state crystal structure is hcp. As mentioned above, under compression it has been measured to exhibit a primitive tetragonai (pt) structure with 4 atoms per cell, a structure very similar to the (?-Np structure 27. This is a most unexpected behaviour since transition metals normally display the fee, bee, or hcp structure, depending on pressure or temperature. This has motivated us to investigate the total energies of Sc in the bee, fee, hcpj pt, and in the w-structure (c/a = 0,61).
In our calculations the hcp structure is correctly found to be stable at the equilibrium volume. We also optimized the energy of the hcp structure with respect to the c/a ratio and obtained a minimum for c/a = 1.56, in fair agreement with the experimental value of c/a --1.594. Moreover, the equilibrium volume is found to be 22.6~3, i. e., --10 % too small in comparison to the experimental volume, which is a typical accuracy for the local density approximation.
We now turn to the crystal structure stabilities and to begin with we first optimized the c/a ratio as well as the positional parameter, u, of the pt structure. Thk was done at the experimental transition volume for the pt structure, i. e., at 17.4~3. The c/a ratio wss varied between 0.5 and 1.4, whereas the u parameter was varied between 0.25 and 0.5. The lowest energy was found for c/a=O.61 ancl u=O.39 and these values were then used for calculating the total energy of the pt structure at other volumes. As an example of this optimization we display in Fig.9 the calculated energy as a function of the c/a ratio, holding u fixed at 0.39. The minimum energy at c/a=O,Gl is clearly observed. In Fig. 10 we compare the energies of the bee, fee, hcp, w-, and pt structures as a function of volume.
Notice that we first find a transition to the fcc structure at V = 18.9~3, correspondhg to -24 % of the equilibrium volume. Further, in the volume-range of -16.6 to 12.5~3, the w-phase stabilizes, which then transforms into the &Np-like structure. This structure finally transforms into the bcc structure at -6.8~3. This agrees fairly well with the experimental observation of a hcp -i pt transition at -17 -18 23. The experimental investigation did not cover the volume range which according to our calculations would stabilize the bcc structure and we hope our results will stimulate experimental work. Also, there are no experimented indications of an fcc or u-structure, This might be due to the fact that our calculations are at zero temperature while the experiments were done at room temperature. We also note that for these volumes the calculated energy difference between the hcp and the fcc or w-structure is quite low.
We will now elaborate a bit further on the stabilization of the @-Np structure in Sc. The densities of state for the bcc and pt structure at 25.0~3 and 7.8~3 have therefore been given in Fig. 11 (a) and (b), respectively. Notice first that at the lower volume the d partial DOS is broader in the pt structure than in the bcc structure. Furthermore, the shape of the bcc DOS is approximately the same for the two volumes, with the characteristic splitting into an eg and tzj peak. In contrast to this, the DOS of the pt structure is modified quite dramatically when the volume is lowered. We especially note that at the compressed volume the pt DOS is characterized by a dominating peak at 0.15 Ry below EF, which is not the case for the DOS at the larger volume. This strong modification of the DOS as a function of volume is normally not found in d-electron systems and therefore appears to be a quite unique effect. The DOS of Sc at low volume shows similarities to the DOS of~-Np (Fig.6 ) which also has a dominating peak at lower energies. Clearly these peaks will cause the one-electron contribution to the total energy to favour the &Np structure and the occurrence of the pt structure in Sc and Np can be understood from the 12 shape of their DOS. This happens to take place for two systems which are quite different; the electronic structure of Np is dominated by~electrons whereas Sc is dominated by d electrons.
Hence it seems that the presence of~electrons is no prerequisite for the appearance of "exotic" structures. The wide range of "exotic" structures of p-bonded systems is another manifestation of this.
VI. Conclusions
Above Modification of the width of the DOS.
The change in crystal structure of, for instance, U as a function of decreasing volume is an example of where the Madelung energy gradually increases in strength whereas the Peierls dktortion effect becomes less important due to a broadening of the bands. Sc is an example of a different type since here the shape of the DOS of the pt structure is 13 clrastically modified when the volume is changed. This type of change is more unexpected and seems hard to predict and one has to perform energy band calculations in order to discover it. Furthermore, a d]storted structure can sometimes give rise to broader bands than a symmetric structure since the atomic overlap between the nearest neighbors is increasing. However, when the crystal dktorts each atom will have a reduced number of nearest neighbors and this will tend to narrow the bands. Therefore, one has to perform an energy band structure calculation in order to see which effect is dominating. The DOS of pt Sc at low volumes (Fig. I lb) is an example of where the effect of the increased overlap is stronger than the effect of the reduced coordination and the resulting DOS is therefore broadened.
Some of the above mentioned effects are hrwd to predict without performing total energy calculations whereas some other effects are easier. For instance, the trend of the crystal structures shown by Th -Np leads us to speculate that even Pu and Ce will stabilize in close packed (or rather close packed, bee) structures if the volume is sufficiently low.
Moreover, it seems plausible to expect a pt structure also in Y at high compression and we are currently investigating this.
Concerning the ground state properties at ambient conditions we have shown that our zero temperature calculations for Th -Np reproduce the experimental data for the crystal structures. The equilibrium volumes found fnr these systems are in reasonable agreement with experimental data. The worst agreement is found for Np but it should be observed that for this element we did not use the correct low temperature structure in the calculations but instead the~-Np structure. Moreover, our calculations of the equilibrium volumes, where we used a hypothetical fcc structure throughout the series, do not reproduce the experimental find]ng that the volume of Pu is larger than for Np. We propose that this behaviour might be due to the unusual structures of a-Np and a-Pu.
Finally, zero temperature calculations of the tetragomd elastic constant for bcc U, bcc Fig. 1 Calculated and experimental data for the equilibrium volumes of the light actinides.
FIGURE CAPTIONS
The calculated data were obtained from both the low temperature structures (open circles, solid lines) and from a hypothetical fcc structure (open circles, dashed lines). Fig. 2 Calculated }occupation number for the fcc structure. Fig. 3 Energy differences between the fee, bee, bet, and a-U structure for Th -U. For Np the a-U structure is replaced by the~-Np structure. The fcc structure is the reference line and is set equal to zero. 
